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Summary:
Purchasing a home computer can be one of the most nerve-wracking experiences if you don´t do y

While price is important, there are many other factors that should be considered when purchasi
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Article Body:
Purchasing a home computer can be one of the most nerve-wracking experiences if you don´t do y

While price is important, there are many other factors that should be considered when purchasi
Spend some time thinking about how your computer will be used. Make a list of what needs that
What software is an absolute necessity?
Will you need non-standard hardware like a scanner or fax in addition to your computer?
Are you more interested in word processing or gaming or both?

Thinking about what function your computer serves for all the members of your family will help

After you´ve determined what function your computer serves in your life and the life of your f

The Central Processing Unit or CPU is the brain of your computer. The CPU is the largest contr

The newest computers come with CPUs that range from 1.6 GHz to 3.2 GHz. If you are involved in

Another consideration is the memory or virtual storage space of your new computer. While compu

Memory upgrades can cost as little as $30, so if you need to build your system slowly over tim

The monitor can make a big difference in your enjoyment of your new computer. Although most pe

Size is the most important factor. If you go any smaller than 17 inches, you may end up spendi

Another option you may want to consider is getting a wireless mouse and keyboard. Going wirele

There are a ton of other options you need to consider when purchasing a new computer. It´s a g
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